2013+ GT500 Water Pump and
Heat Exchanger Install
Instructions For 10-14’ S197’s
If you are upgrading your S197 intercooler system to the 13’ GT500
water pump and heat exchanger a few things will need to change
from how you were set up before. We just did an install on a 10-14’
S197 with these parts and figured out a pretty simple way to pull it
off and decided to document it so you don’t have to re-invent the
wheel.
There are multiple ways to do this. This being just one of them.
These aren’t super detailed. Just the important stuff that is tougher
to figure out.

Parts List
To pull this off you will need some parts. There are two ways to go with this. You can do it
will all Ford parts, or get the pump in the ”aftermarket” and save a few bucks. Ford sources
the pumps from Pierburg and you can too. The only difference is how they’re
wired/triggered.
Using Ford part number water pump
- 13’ GT500 heat exchanger
- 13’ GT500 intercooler water pump part # DR3Z-8501-A
- 13’ GT500 water pump jumper harness # DR3Z-14A411-C
- Three sections of .75” 90 deg hose. We used Dayco #88357. Each section has two 90deg
bends. So, you will need two of that part number and you will end up with one extra 90.
- .75” to .75” hose mender/coupler brass. You can get these all over the place. We used
Fastenal #67197.
- Hose clamps x6

Using Pierburg CWA50 water pump
- 13’ GT500 heat exchanger
- Pierburg CWA50 water pump
- Ford pigtail #CU2Z14S411AYA
- Three sections of .75” 90 deg hose. We used Dayco #88357. Each section has two 90deg
bends. So, you will need two of that part number and you will end up with one extra 90.
- .75” to .75” hose mender/coupler brass. You can get these all over the place. We used
Fastenal #67197.
- Hose clamps x6

Assembly
Step 1
Put the heat exchanger on/in. It’s so big that it may be tricky. We had to unmount (not
drain the water) on the radiator – A/C condenser assembly to get the wiggle room we
needed. And be ready to trim the back side of the bumper cover when it goes back on.
Depending on what year/model you have you may not need to trim…..or trim a lot.
Step 2
Put the degas tank on the fan shroud where it goes (pictured below).
Step 3
Pre-assemble the water pump and hoses on the bench. You’re going to need to cut the
hoses to length so sneak up on it. We cut everything a little long, slipped it together, test fit
it, trimmed, wash, rinse, repeat until it fits.

The .75” to .75” coupler/hose mender is where the two 90’s meet and are clamped. You can
use permanent clamps like we did in that location.

Here is what you’re looking for.

This is what it looks like installed. If you’re super careful trimming the hoses, you can get it
so the pump floats in space and doesn’t contact anything else. If it does contact it won’t
hurt anything though. It will wake a bit more noise, but nothing you could hear unless you
really tried and you were outside the car.

Step 3
Once you have everything trimmed up install it and clamp everything down.

Electrical
There are two ways of going about this and it depends on what pump you’re using. They
wire in differently.

Ford Pump
The jumper harness you got #DR3Z-14A411-C should plug right into the plug that you
already had going to your 07-12’ GT500 or Bosch pump, which is just about all of them. And
then into the new pump. If it doesn’t you’re going to have to clip the car side plug off of the
jumper harness and your original pump plug, then wire them together. Don’t lose track of
which is positive and negative!!! You will only be using 2 of the 4 pins on the Ford pump.
Don’t worry that there are no wires for the two center pins.
There will be a 3-10sec delay before the pump turns on, that’s normal. It’s also very quiet.
Pierburg Pump
This one is a bit trickier. The Pierburg pump can run at two different speeds. You want it to
run fast, which is where the Ford pump runs at all the time. To do that you need to send
12v to one of the pins that is un-used on the Ford pump to trigger full speed. You can use
your existing 12v power wire. All you need to do is splice into it so it’s split to the two
different pins. This is why you have a different pigtail than the Ford pump uses. You have a
pigtail (#CU2Z14S411AYA) with four wires coming out of it (you will only use three) where
the Ford pump only uses two.
-Using your 12v power wire that you split, jumper pin 4 to pin 3 so it will run the pump at
full speed. Both of these pins get 12v power.
-Connect your ground to pin 1.
-Nothing goes to pin 2. You can clip that wire or de-pin the plug if you want to.
There will be a 3-10sec delay before the pump turns on, that’s normal. It’s also very quiet.
Here is a diagram of how it wires in

